
Bill Nyman – 2017 Distinguished Airman Award  
 
 
 
Bill Nyman was meant to be a pilot and have a career in aviation. 
Seven years went by between Bill’s first flying lesson and the 
completion of his PPL at West Air in Moose Jaw in 1966. He must 

have shown potential, because upon completing his commercial license and instructor rating, Don Walz 
hired him as an instructor, paying him a whopping $3.00/hr.  
 
A few years later, Bill decided that crop dusting would pay better than instructing so he started his own 
crop spraying business. Buying the operating certificates of West Air in 1977, Bill formed Band City 
Aviation and continued spraying and flight training. By 1979, after moving to the present day location of 
Moose Jaw Municipal Airport, aircraft sales, maintenance and multi-engine IFR charter were added to 
the business along with a new name, Provincial Airways. 
  
Jim Wood purchased Provincial Airways in 2008. Bill is now free to fly his float plane north to fish 
whenever he wants to. 
  
Bill being a humble, quiet kind of fellow, really did not think he had any stories he could share with me. 
Now, I am pretty sure there have been some interesting flights during Bill’s 50 years and nearly 16,000 
hours of flying, as nobody’s flying career is that boring.  
After another request, Bill sent me one of those times when you wonder why you do what you do. Bill 
was teaching a farmer to fly, time for stalls-briefing, safety checks, demo of a nice power-off stall and 
recovery. Student’s turn, nice entry, stall occurs, recovery procedure-control column and throttle full 
forward, dust and debris all over the cabin, then a voice, “MY GOD, BILL I’VE KILLED YOU”. Lesson 
ended, flew home, promptly gave student to another instructor. 
  
And, Thanks to a couple of old friends, these short tales:  
 
On a beautiful day Bill was out flying his 7AC Champ when Don Walz jumped into his Citabria and 
initiated a dog fight. Bill tried everything he knew to get away but failed miserably as the old Spit pilot 
had him in his cross hairs. Bill could do nothing but to succumb to the attack. 
  
Bill owned a Cessna 150 with a children’s jump seat, as he would often go flying with his wife, Doreen 
and his 2 kids, Lee and Jeff. One day, Bill had the family all buckled in and while he was on his take-off 
run, Jeff pulled the pin on the fire extinguisher, which of course promptly filled the cabin with that nice 
white powder. Bill got the 150 stopped, pulled off the runway, grabbed Jeff out of the back, and kicked 
his ass all the way back to hangar with Doreen and Lee following quietly behind. Dave Walz had 
witnessed the event and being quite artistic, drew a cartoon which lived on the wall in the front end of 
the West Air hangar for a very long time.  
 
Janet Keim, president of the Saskatchewan Aviation Council presented Bill Nyman, the  Distinguished 

Airman Award at the 2017 Wings of Saskatchewan Conference and Trade Show in Moose Jaw, SK. 


